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THIS two-part series will explore how ISPF commands
work. The series will be of most interest to ISPF

developers. However, any user of ISPF or ISPF-based
applications can benefit from a basic understanding of how
ISPF implements commands.

This article examines the basics of ISPF commands and
command tables. The concluding article will present specific
tips and techniques that relate to both implementing and pro-
gramming for ISPF commands.

At first glance, the subject of ISPF
commands may seem simple. However,
there are quite a few complexities
involved. To begin with, just what is
an ISPF command? Is it the same as a
TSO command? How do developers
of ISPF applications provide their
own commands?

ISPF COMMAND OVERVIEW

All of the aforementioned questions
will be answered. So that there is no
misunderstanding, the following dis-
tinctions will be made:

● ISPF is the Dialog Manager
● PDF is an application that runs

within the Dialog Manager
(recently rolled into ISPF)

● TSO is the TP monitor required to run the Dialog Manager

The topic of this article is ISPF commands. ISPF and TSO
are so tightly coupled at most sites that distinctions are
sometimes blurred. Just remember that ISPF components are
prefixed with ISP, PDF with ISR, and TSO is prefixed with

IKJ. Where appropriate, PDF and TSO will be brought into
the discussion of ISPF commands.

ISPF uses a table-driven technique to employ commands;
that is, commands are stored in special ISPF tables called
command tables. The command table provided with ISPF is
named ISPCMDS. This table, when freshly installed, contains
all IBM-supplied ISPF commands. Many sites customize
ISPCMDS to provide convenient access to frequently used

dialogs. Under ISPF Version 4, this
customization is no longer recom-
mended. IBM does not supply a
command table for the PDF (an ISR-
CMDS table).

The number of commands contained
within ISPCMDS has grown larger
over the years. Older commands are
SPLIT, SWAP, UP, DOWN, LEFT and
RIGHT. Version 2 additions included
TSO, PFSHOW and RETRIEVE.
Version 3 introduced CRETRIEV and
FKA among others. Version 4 added
many new commands to ISPCMDS,
including SCRNAME, RETP/RETF,
START and SAREA along with other
commands that are used to route via
the Action Bar. The intent of this arti-
cle is not to explain how to use these
commands. Rather, the focus will be

primarily on the mechanisms used by the Dialog Manager to
search for and invoke commands.

HOW THE COMMAND ==> LINE WORKS

Every non-menu ISPF panel should provide a Command
==> line. Menu panels should provide an Option ==> line.

Examining ISPF Commands:
Part I — Understanding

the Basics

Understanding the basics of how ISPF implements commands is essential to not only ISPF
developers but also to any user of ISPF or ISPF-based applications.
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At first glance, the subject
of ISPF commands may
seem simple. However,
there are quite a few

complexities involved. To
begin with, just what is an

ISPF command? Is it the
same as a TSO command?
How do developers of ISPF
applications provide their

own commands?
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This is more than just a cosmetic design
consideration. The Dialog Manager interprets
any non-blanks typed into the Command
==> line as a command. Note that if a PF
Key is used to enter a command, to ISPF
this is the same as typing in the command
and pressing Enter.

If a Command ==> line is not provided
by the panel developer, ISPF will assume
that the first field on the panel defined with
an input attribute is the Command ==>
field. The implication here is that even if not
explicitly provided for, a Command ==>
field will be present as long as there is at
least one input field on a panel.

Not providing a Command ==> line on a
panel can result in unpredictable actions
occurring if a panel user ever types an ISPF
command into the first data field. Consider
the panel shown in Figure 1. If a user types
in the acceptable data value of END, ISPF
will issue a return code of 8 and pass control
back to the dialog function. The CLIST
function, shown in Figure 2, is using a
return code of 8 after the panel display to
determine the exit condition.

These are the kind of undesirable actions
that can result from not providing a panel
Command ==> line. Application variables
should never be commingled with the com-
mand line variable.

THE ZCMD VARIABLE

IBM provides a special purpose variable
for use in the Command ==> line: ZCMD.
Any variable name can be used as the com-
mand line variable. However, using ZCMD
provides dialog developers two benefits:

● If default cursor positioning is being
used on a panel, ZCMD is ignored.
Default cursor positioning by ISPF
positions the cursor at the first byte of
the first input field on a panel. ZCMD,
if present in the Command ==> line, is
ignored in this situation and skipped over.

● It is the variable that ISPF/PDF uses as
the Command ==> line variable. Within
a user-written ISPF application, the
variable name used in the Command
==> line should be the same on every
panel. Since IBM provides ZCMD for
this purpose, it should for used.

ZCMD can reside in either the
SHARED or FUNCTION pool. If the
panel containing ZCMD is displayed as a

result of the SELECT service, ZCMD and
its associated value will automatically be
stored in the application SHARED pool. If
the panel is displayed by a dialog function
using the DISPLAY or TBDISPL services,
ZCMD will be in that function's FUNC-
TION pool. ZCMD can also be passed
between functions in an application by
using the SHARED pool. If the developers
of an ISPF application want to provide
their own commands, an understanding of
how the ZCMD variable interacts with
ISPF is mandatory.

COMMAND TABLE SEARCHING

When ISPF detects non-blanks typed into
the first input field of a panel, it will auto-
matically search one or more command
tables. Which tables get searched depends
upon several factors:

● the application that is executing on
the logical screen when the command
is issued

● the presence (or absence) of an
application command table

● the presence (or absence) of a site or
user command table (ISPF Version 4)

To illustrate the search sequences, two
different examples will be shown. The first
example will use a command entered under
ISPF/PDF. The second will use an
ISPF/SDSF example. The ISPF implemen-
tation of SDSF runs under a NEWAPPL of

ISF. IBM provides a command table named
ISFCMDS for the SDSF application.

ISPF/PDF COMMAND
SEARCH EXAMPLE

Assume that the following command was
entered at the Edit Entry Panel:

Command ==> TSO LISTA ST

Once ISPF detects the non-blanks, the
ZCMD string is parsed. The leftmost word
of the string (TSO, in the example) is the
search argument that ISPF will use when
searching command tables. ISPF will now
determine if an open command table called
ISRCMDS is available. This occurs because
EDIT is an ISR-prefixed dialog. xxxx
CMDS (where xxxx=NEWAPPL) tables are
opened when an application is invoked
using the SELECT service with a NEWAP-
PL parameter.

If an open table called ISRCMDS is
present, the leftmost word of the parsed
ZCMD string is searched for. The object of
the search is the command table column
called ZCTVERB. The search proceeds
from top to bottom. The equivalent dialog
services, if issued from a user-written
function, would be a TBTOP followed by a
TBSCAN in the NEXT direction. If a match
is found, the action is taken. The command
table column called ZCTACT defines the
action. ZCTACT will be explained later.

Since IBM does not provide an ISR-
CMDS table, normally an open command
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The variable named STARTPNT unintentionally becomes the Command ==> line variable. END is a valid ISPF command
as well as a valid data value for STARTPNT.

%---------------------------VIEW JOB HISTORY-----------------------         START
AT%===>_STARTPNT+       (BEGIN or END)
NUMBER OF RECORDS TO READ%===>_NUMREADS+       (1 thru 10,000)
NUMBER OF RECORDS TO SKIP%===>_NUMSKIPS+       (0 thru 9,999)

%ENTER+to process,%PF3+to cancel

)END

FIGURE 1: AN ISPF PANEL THAT OMITS A COMMAND ==> LINE 

When the value END is entered in STARTPNT, ISPF finds the END command in ISPCMDS. The END ISPF command
issues a return code of 8 to communicate with dialog functions.

PROC 0
PANEL: ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(FIGURE1)
IF &LASTCC EQ 8 THEN EXIT
IF &STR(&STARTPNT) EQ END THEN DO.. 

The second IF statement will never be executed if the user
enters a data value of END.

FIGURE 2: CLIST DIALOG FUNCTION THAT DISPLAYS THE PANEL SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 
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table named ISRCMDS would not be
found. When no open application command
table is found, ISPCMDS is searched.
Again, it is a serial, top-to-bottom search.
Since the word TSO is a ZCTVERB in the
ISPCMDS table, in this example, a match
would be found and the action taken. After
the action is taken, ISPF stores the ZCMD
variable in a historical command stack (if it
was typed, not PF Key entered). It then
resets ZCMD to spaces and returns control
to the function that was active when the
command was issued.

If the command is not found in any com-
mand table, ISPF will return the ZCMD
variable, in its entirety, to the currently
active FUNCTION or SHARED pool. This
is referred to as a passthru. When a passthru
occurs, this indicates that ISPF searched all
applicable command tables and did not find
a match.

ISPF/SDSF COMMAND
SEARCH EXAMPLE

Assume that the following command
was entered at the DA (Display Active)
panel of SDSF:

Command ==> RETRIEVE

RETRIEVE is both an ISPF command
and an SDSF command. Under ISPF,
RETRIEVE will pull back typed commands
off the historical stack. Successive invocations
of RETRIEVE will pull back older and
older typed commands. Under SDSF,
RETRIEVE will only pull back the most
recently typed command.

Why is this? Because RETRIEVE is a
ZCTVERB in both the ISFCMDS and
ISPCMDS command tables. Since ISFCMDS
is searched prior to ISPCMDS, the SDSF
version of RETRIEVE is the one executed.
Normally, once a command is found in a
command table, searching stops.

COMMAND TABLE
SEARCHING — SUMMARY

If an application command table exists, it
is searched first. If none exists, only
ISPCMDS is searched. If a Version 4
installation has a site command table
defined, it too will be searched at this point.
If an application command table exists and
no match is found, ISPCMDS (and site) is
searched. If no match is found in any
command table, the ZCMD value is passed

through, unaltered to the active SHARED or
FUNCTION pool.

Command tables are created at Option 9 of
the Utility menu (3.9). They must pre-exist as
members of PDS datasets allocated at
ISPTLIB. This is the default DD name where
all DASD resident tables must reside if they are
to be opened for input by the Dialog Manager.

COMMAND TABLE ACTIONS

There are seven distinct types of actions
that can be associated with verbs in a
command table: ALIAS, blank, SETVERB,
NOP, PASSTHRU, &VARIABLE and
SELECT. When creating an application
command table, these are the choices that
developers have for actions (ZCTACT).
Actions cannot be any free-form text.

ALIAS
This action declares the command to be

an alias of another command. The only
requirement for this action is that the alias
precede the original in the table. For example:

COMMAND ACTION

AHEAD ALIAS DOWN
DOWN SETVERB

The alias, AHEAD, precedes DOWN, the
original, in the command table. The reason
for this is the serial nature of the table
search I discussed previously. All aliases are
resolved when the original command is
found in the table.

Blank (No ACTION)
Normally, an action of blank is not hard-

coded in a command table. Instead, as will
be shown, it is used in conjunction with the
&VARIABLE action. A blank action causes
the Dialog Manager to ignore a command
table entry and continue searching. This
action is an exception to the rule of once
found, stop searching.

SETVERB
The SETVERB action returns the parsed

command verb in a SHARED pool variable
named ZVERB. If any parameters were
entered, they are returned in ZCMD, minus
the leftmost word. For example, if a command

like FIND had an action of SETVERB, the
result, shown in Figure 3, would be returned
in ZVERB and ZCMD respectively.

If a dialog function expects to process a
SETVERB type of action, it must issue a
VGET for ZVERB from the SHARED
POOL to do so. This applies to all types of
languages, compiler-based or interpretive.
Many commands in ISPCMDS have an
action of SETVERB.

NOP
The NOP (No Operation) action deactivates

a command. If a command table entry has
an action of NOP, ISPF will issue a standard
COMMAND NOT ACTIVE message when
it is issued. Again, NOP is usually not hard-
coded in a command table. Instead, it is most
frequently used with the &VARIABLE
action to temporarily disable a command.

PASSTHRU
This action forces a passthru. As explained

previously, a passthru of ZCMD occurs when
ISPF searches all command tables and doesn't
find a match on ZCTVERB. Using the
PASSTHRU action causes ISPF to prema-
turely end the command table search and do
the passthru right then and there. This action
is useful in situations where a user-written
application wants to use one of ISPF's own
commands. For example, if an application
wanted to use the words LEFT or RIGHT as
their own commands, the PASSTHRU action
in the application command table would
accomplish this.

&VARIABLE
This action is by far the most flexible.

What it entails is using a SHARED pool
variable as the action. Then, in certain situ-
ations, the command is either enabled,
passed through or NOP'd. The concept is sim-
ple but implementation requires coordination
between all functions in an application.

Assume that the command LEFT is to be
used in a user-written application. An appli-
cation command table is created at Option
3.9 containing the following row:

COMMAND ACTION

LEFT &LEFTACTN
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Command ==> FIND ALL P'>' 12 40             

ZVERB in the SHARED POOL.................FIND
ZCMD in the FUNCTION POOL................ALL P'>' 12 40

FIGURE 3: HOW THE SETVERB ACTION RESTORES ZVERB AND ZCMD
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At some screens, LEFT is to function as
it normally does: a left scroll of the display.
At other screens, it is to be NOP'd. At one
screen in the application, LEFT will be
intercepted to perform an application-specific
form of scrolling.

The application SHARED pool variable
named &LEFTACTN has been chosen as
the command table action variable. Here are
some possible actions that the application
could take to meet the requirements:

● Whenever LEFT is to function as it
normally does in ISPF, &LEFTACTN
is set to blank (X'40'). This causes ISPF
to ignore it in the application command
table but find it in ISPCMDS.

● In the situation where LEFT is to be
disabled, &LEFTACTN is set to the
value of NOP.

● Where LEFT is to do a specific type
of application defined scrolling, the
action can be set to either PASSTHRU
or SELECT.

This is how the &VARIABLE action is
used. ISPF uses a similar technique quite a

bit. The important thing to remember when
using the &VARIABLE action is that all
developers must be aware of how, and in what
situations, the action &VARIABLE is being
used. Also, after setting the &VARIABLE to
the current action, it should always be VPUT
to the application SHARED pool.
SELECT

This action is extremely powerful.
SELECT, as a command table action,
allows for the direct execution of PANELS,
CMDS or PGMS. Simply stated, if a verb in
ISPCMDS is assigned an action of
SELECT, whatever function is being selected,
will be executed immediately. Most impor-
tantly, upon RETURN (PF4), the previously
active function is restored.

SUMMARY

Commands in ISPF are frequently auto-
matically launched from command tables.
They are also executed by way of the
passthru, which I will explain in Part II.

Developers are restricted to certain prede-
fined actions when using command tables.
In the concluding article I will further exam-

ine how to take a given action when a certain
text string (which may or may not include
parameters) is returned to a dialog function
through the command line variable.  
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